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Abstract: (max. 700 signs):
Paper-Automata for the classroom

This educational project is an innovative project that is using mechanical moving toys
(Automata) as a tool to enhance primary student’s learning across a range of transversal
key competences.

Mechanical moving toys (Automata) are a great way to introduce engineering, arts,
sculpture, mechanics and science, by combining play and technology. If we want children
to understand the importance of technology and engineering then mechanical toys are an
ideal way to introduce the concepts. But mechanical toys go further as they have always
fascinated children as they combine the elements of creative play with the unexplained
magic of their move.
Involved disciplines: Engeneering, Mathematics, Arts,Technology
Key words: Moving Automatas
Age group (Age of the students): 9-12
Materials used in this project: Wooden sticks, paper, cardboard, glue, foam rubber,
paint and brushes
What is innovative about your project?
Simple technical things the children are taught basic
Rotation, movement, gears, drive, lever .... everything krativ and playful

What can other teachers implement from your project in their class?
Everything,and with cheap material
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Personal quotation concerning the project: 5 Teachers with their classes
Project description: (max. 12.000 signs / approx. 2,5 pages)
The project builds on the universal significance of toys as semiotic objects and, therefore,
as poweful learning tools (Van Leeuwen 2006) and on the intuition of the benefits that a
pedagogic practices based on Automata construction could have. Automata shape up
within their structure an interaction between fantasy and reality. The lower part, their
base, is in fact constituted by a set of mechanical elements (cams, cranks, gears, ratchets,
levers etc.)and the upper part is a totally “off the top of the soul” product, a little artistic
and fantasy work Automata Toys can be defined as “ imaginary story telling mechanical
sculptures”. Through their motion Automata perform a narration process; just like the
Japanese Aiku, Automata are “a snapshot of the world in a twist”. Movement is thus used
as a narrative device , whereas mechanical programming- which per se enhances basic
scientific skills- becomes a story telling resource. Automata are thus a symbolic
interpretation of a text. The steps occurring to realize an Automata and to make it visible
to the others (reading, reporting, designing, building, film) enact several pedagogical
implications whose potential outcomes are vast. . Basing on constructivism pedagogy and
exploiting Automata Toys potentialities both as child engineering learning tools and as
child tailored communication devices, the project aims at building a didactics that
combines literacy skills and Key Competences thus enabling pupils (and teachers as
transferring subjects) to enhance learning to learn capabilities, promote basic skills (mainly
reading/writing), personal and creative re-elaboration, and finally also digital skills.
Mutual learning will be enhanced both physically, within the local school community
dimension, and transnationally in an EU wide perspective. An added value of the proposal
is the potential application of the methodology to special needs learning.
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